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Making a difference in the lives 
of 1.35 million Conservative Jews 
throughout North America

USCJ is the largest network of Conservative Jews in the world, united by a shared purpose to inspire 
current and future generations of Jews to seek meaning, find connection, and experience wholeness 
(shleymut) in a world that is complex and ever evolving.

We strengthen kehillot (Jewish communities inside and outside the walls of a synagogue). We are the 
network that ensures there are thriving centers of Jewish practice throughout North America, Israel, 
and beyond that celebrate both tradition and contemporary life. Together we demonstrate what an 
authentic and dynamic Judaism looks like, inspire people to be a part of it, and advance its critical 
role in the world.

600
congregations in  
three countries,  

plus a home in Israel
2017-2018
A Year of Impact



Dear Friends,
USCJ achieved great impact in 2017-2018,  as these pages proudly reveal.
We rebranded to more effectively communicate the shared values of 
Conservative Judaism held by our 600 congregations across North America. 
Our vision of an authentic and dynamic Judaism is one in which we “seek 
meaning together.”  We are your partner in creating meaning for Jews, and 
those connected to the Jewish people, in the 21st century.

As the primary organization supporting and responding to vital needs of 
Conservative communities, USCJ can uniquely identify common challenges 
and disseminate best practices and innovative solutions to address 
them.  We convene leaders in collaboration and empower participants to 
strengthen their communities.

Together, we are a powerful network of support and a strong voice for 
Conservative Judaism. We thank you for your partnership.

L’Shalom,
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20090% 1,000s155
kehillot at the biennial 

USCJ Convention
of Conservative kehillot 

in North America  
are members of the 

USCJ network

of consultations 
provided by  

USCJ experts

 synagogue leaders  
in Sulam leadership  

programs

Strengthening and transforming kehillot
From strategies to improve recruitment and retention to best practices in financial 
sustainability, USCJ kehillot have access to guidance, support, and resources that enhance their ability 
to evolve and grow. This includes leadership training for current and future synagogue officers and 
board members. Expertise in strategic planning and operations. Technical support, from website 
hosting to IT services. And inspiring programming that ensures a vibrant membership by engaging 
families, advancing learning, and supporting inclusion throughout the congregation.

Engaging and empowering teens  
USY: USCJ’s youth movement
For close to 70 years, USY has instilled strong values and leadership 
skills in teens during their high school years, while also preparing them 
for their college years and beyond. Programming includes life-changing 
world travel, leadership training, religious and spiritual development, 
lifelong engagement with Israel, social action, social activism, and more. 
As a teen-led organization, USY gives teens a powerful voice and the 
skills to make a positive difference in our world. 

Fostering lifelong learning and education through  
the Conservative Yeshiva
Founded in 1995, the Conservative Yeshiva (CY) is a Jerusalem-based hub of intellectual and spiritual 
activity where learners can explore Jewish texts in depth and pursue questions both timeless and 
timely. CY welcomes students of all ages, genders, and backgrounds from around the world.10,000

teens in 352 chapters 
across North America

870
teens in USY leadership  

development

1,100
teens participated in  

March For Our Lives rallies 
across North America

Convention Participants: 2011-2017

2011

2013

2015

2017

1,000+ 

  350

Uniting hundreds of synagogue lay leaders, 
including presidents and officers, plus rabbis, 
executive directors, educators, young adults, teens, 
and more, USCJ’s five-day biennial convention 
tackles the biggest questions facing modern 
congregations. It empowers participants with new 
strategies, skills, and perspectives to take home to 
their communities, and reaffirms a Judaism that is 
truly responsive, fulfilling, and relevant.

Bringing together the largest gathering of Conservative 
Jewish leaders, thinkers, and doers in North America

35+
Rabbinic School Israel 
Experience students

400%
 increase in online  

participation

22350
countries represented  

in the student body
 students enrolled 

2,000
Nativ Alumni

99%
want to raise their children  

in a Jewish home 

91%
believe Nativ prepared  

them for college life 

Nativ: USCJ’s college leadership program
This powerful, immersive gap-year experience in Israel instills 
leadership skills and a passion for supporting the Jewish community 
and Israel that students carry into the future.

“Being able to participate in USY leadership has been an 
amazing learning experience. The skills I’m learning now 
I will take with me for the rest of my life.” 

— Noa Kligfield,  Los Angeles, CA

Margo Gold 
International President 

Rabbi Steven Wernick 
Chief Executive Officer

Rabbi Steven Wernick

Margo Gold 

“Nearly every session gave me something  
I can use in my work. I also experienced 
moments of powerful and personal 
Jewish connection.”

 —  Glenda Bernhardt, Temple Israel, Charlotte, NC 
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